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Dear Supporters,
On behalf of the Chicago Fire Department Foundation (CFD Foundation), I want to wish you a
healthy and safe 2021.
The past year presented unprecedented and unimaginable challenges for us all. The COVID-19
pandemic changed the way we all live. It tested us in ways we never could anticipate. It
transformed our world. Our firefighters, paramedics, and our city were and continue to be faced
with more threats and challenges than ever before.
I am extremely proud of the Foundation’s ability to respond quickly, decisively, and efficiently.
We are honored to have helped the Chicago Fire Department (CFD) adapt to this new world with
critical resources and equipment.
Because of your generous support, we have and will continue to provide financial support to
these first responders and their families in their times of need. We implemented a social media
campaign to raise awareness of the men and women who continue to battle this horrible
pandemic on the front lines.
As part of our core mission, we are committed to sharing with you how your commitment and
support is helping to propel the CFD forward. Together, we are supporting the CFD’s training,
research, development, and public education needs.
I fully believe we are privileged to live in a city where so many leave their families every day, never
knowing what awaits them when the alarm sounds. We stand behind them, alongside them, and
among them to assist in providing vital support so that they can be successful at protecting all of
us.
We are the Chicago Fire Department Foundation. Supporting those who protect us all.
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Thank you for your continued support.
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MOTOROLA AND UL RECOGNIZED
AS INAUGURAL FOUNDERS
Our goal for the future remains the same. To help Chicago
be the most prepared city in America. If 2020 taught us
anything, it is that you can never be too prepared.
Milestone celebrations were postponed, rescheduled,
canceled. Yet, the CFD’s 5,000+ men and women continued
to put their own lives on the line every day to protect ours.
Canceling our annual Tribute to Broad Shoulders was never
an option. Although very different in a virtual format, it was
rewarding to witness the continued support for the
Foundation and Chicago’s first responders.

Our inaugural Founders Award recipients -- Underwriters
Laboratories, Inc. (UL) and Motorola Solutions, are two
partners who have been with the Foundation since day one.
We are grateful for their friendship, support, and generosity.
They are the base upon which this Foundation was built.

Chicago’s first responder community
is standing in the doorway of safety for
all our citizens. They must be prepared.
They must be highly trained. They must
have access to the latest technology.
And they must feel supported by the
communities they serve. Chicago’s
firefighters and paramedics are
dedicated, selfless and honorable.
They do not seek recognition, but they
do earn respect. They are the best of
the best.

2020
HEROES

The following 2020 Heroes honorees exemplify the qualities that are at the core of every
member of the CFD – honor, courage, and commitment. They inspire us all.
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Captain/EMT
Robert J.
Ludwig

Firefighter/EMT
Jaime
Delgado

FIREFIGHTER
AWARD OF VALOR
Firefighter/EMT
Patrick J.
Walsh

Firefighter/EMT
Maximilian
Avalos

Firefighter/
Paramedic
Matthew P.
Dryden

Firefighter/EMT
David
Claudio

Firefighter/EMT
Daniel B.
Ramos

PARAMEDIC
OF THE YEAR
Paramedic
Field Chief
Heather
McKeon

2020
A YEAR
UNLIKE
ANY OTHER
Our work is never over. We hope that you will continue
to support the Foundation as we actively implement
initiatives and secure equipment to fully support the
CFD’s efforts to reduce firefighter, paramedic, and
civilian deaths and injury.

It is our honor and privilege
to provide financial support
to our CFD families in their
time of need. Sadly, three
members of the CFD family
succumbed to COVID-19.
We thank them for their
service and may they rest
in peace eternally.

Firefighter

Edward Singleton

From the onset of the global pandemic, the
Foundation worked with the CFD to identify
ways to help and protect our first responders,
including the purchase and donation of
respirator masks, splash guard face shields,
hand sanitizer and cloth masks for citizens who
require assistance from our paramedics.

Firefighter

Mario Araujo

Paramedic in Charge
Robert Truevillian

The Foundation thanked nearly 100 volunteers
at the Chatham COVID-19 testing facility with
a classic Connie’s Pizza lunch. These men and
women showed up daily in their great effort to
help prevent the spread of this virus.

CONTINUED INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY
In partnership with the Chicago Fire Department and Wintrust, we proudly launched
The Fire Escape, the first-of-its kind virtual reality (VR) program about the 10 steps to
fire safety.
This cutting-edge technology brings fire safety education into the 21st Century,
moving students from coloring books to VR headsets and controllers. The technology
is designed for students (grades 4-8), with sights, sounds, and surroundings specific
to Chicago, ultimately changing the way kids learn about fire safety.
Primary funding
from Wintrust
and pro bono
services from
Ogilvy helped
to make this
important
and lifesaving
teaching
initiative a reality
for a city known
for its “firsts.”

We are pleased to share that Wintrust
purchased three high-power drones for
the Foundation to donate to the CFD.
The use of drones has the potential to
make a large impact in how effectively
the CFD can mitigate fires, disasters, or
large-scale incidents, offering an aerial
perspective and helping to identify areas
of evacuation and most urgent needs for
response.
Equally important is the utilization of
images and videos post-incident to
assist in fire investigations, critiques, and
training purposes. The information is also
helpful in understanding where additional
assistance from federal organizations
might be needed. The extra data offered
by drones offers benefits to the CFD in
seemingly unlimited areas. Thank you to
Wintrust for the continued support.

TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNITY
SUPPORT
Our work with the CFD and non-profit
community-based organizations
continues. The Foundation donated
1,000 smoke detectors to communities
throughout Chicago in partnership
with the CFD and Top Box Foods, a local
non-profit organization whose work is
focused within food deserts to increase
access to healthy and affordable food.

The Foundation was proud to be among the sponsors for the
Second Annual Erik Kristensen Scholarship of Service fundraising event.
The Scholarship is in memory of Lt.
Commander Erik Kristensen USN, SEAL Team
10, who lost his life in Afghanistan on June
28, 2005. The proceeds raised are utilized
to endow a scholarship to the sons and
daughters of active-duty military, Chicago
Fire and Police Department personnel.

NEW
MARKETING INITIATIVE
The Foundation’s first social media campaign featured video messages from
local news personalities and NBC’s “Chicago” series actors acknowledging the
commitment of the 5,000+ men and women who continue to battle the pandemic
on the front lines. The videos posted on Facebook and Instagram resulted in thousands
of views and an increased awareness of the Foundation’s mission.
CLICK ON A THUMBNAIL TO VIEW ENTIRE MESSAGE!

Thank you to our Board members:
Eileen Coglianese, Gold Badge Society
David Dahlquist, Winston & Strawn, LLP
Dan Gibbons, Clayco
Christopher Hasbrook, UL Inc.
Lori T. Healey, Obama Foundation
Alex Housten, Dormakaba
Ray Orozco
Sarah Pang
Terry Peterson, Rush University Medical Center
Matt Revord
Joe Sciorrotta, Ogilvy
Matt Gambs, Wintrust Financial
Edward Twohey, Burns + Beyerl Architects

ABOUT THE

CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT FOUNDATION
Established in 2016, the Chicago Fire Department
Foundation (CFD Foundation) is a 501c3 not-for-profit
organization created to support CFD priorities. The
Foundation supports the CFD’s crucial priorities – to
reduce firefighter, paramedic, and civilian deaths and
injury. Through donor contributions, the Foundation
financially supports the CFD’s fire prevention initiatives,
training and equipment needs, and families in times
of need not otherwise funded by city, state or federal
budgets.
The CFD Foundation Board Members are volunteers and
receive no compensation. All Foundation resources are
utilized to meet the mission of the CFD Foundation.

www.cfdfoundation.com
@cfdfoundation
@cfdfoundation

THANK YOU DONORS
We are grateful for the incredible support from our donors throughout 2020

Platinum
The Crown Family

Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan
Family Foundation

Gold
Aon
Rita and John Canning
ComEd
Cubs Charities and the Schwarber
Neighborhood Heroes

Kent and Liz Dauten, Keystone Capital
The Duchossois Group, Inc.
Hyatt Hotels Foundation
Brian Sir

Silver
Martin Cabrera, CEO, Cabrera Capital Markets
Cinespace Chicago Film Studios
David Dahlquist, Winston & Strawn LLP
Mike Kucharski, LION

John W. and Jeanne M. Rowe
Niranjan S. Shah
Mike Tadin, MAT Leasing, Inc.

Friend
Julie Basil
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bobins, The Robert Thomas
Bobins Foundation
Alexander Carr
Izabel Sheh and Chien Chao
Gery Chico
CIBC
Connie’s Pizza
Oscar David
Joseph Deal
FH Paschen
Jack Frigo
Gary Sinise Foundation
Dan and Kate Gibbons
The Thomas and Christina Grusecki Foundation
Erin Harte
Lori Healey

Dawn Keith
Karen Z. Gray-Krehbiel and John H. Krehbiel, Jr.
Lavin Family Foundation
Wesley Martin
Father Tom Mulcrone, Chaplain’s Fund
Andrew Neal
Margaret O’Brien
Orozco Family
Patrick Owen
PJH & Associates, Inc.
Jenn May Rosen
Alan Roth
Schodorf Media Creative
Jonah Siegellak
The Tully Family
Karl and Terri Wagner
W.S. Darley & Co
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